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SANCTUM.

sweet as it is subtle, oyer the most unpoetical
and impassive nature.
With all the happy anticipations that rise be- '
fo re our mind's eye, there is one unpleasant reflection. It is the thought now , the reality later
on, of sixteen weeks of continuous , hard study—
technically called " grinding." Officers and students agree that this is too long a stretch for
good results. Professor and student are both
worn out before the day of relaxation comes.
It is not the work nor its amount that is disagreeable. It is the long continuance of the
work, hard enough in itself. Perhaps no better
arrangement is practicable, but. we are confident
that the present system is not in all respects
wise. Many of the students come back at the
beginning of this term from schools that have
claimed their time and thoughts since the firs t
week of vacation, only to continue their mental
exercise at the rate of fifteen recitations a week
until the summer recess shall bring a respite.
For those who were out a par t of last term (and
their number is not small) the case is even
worse. With their back work in addition to the
regular tasks of this term , they can look forward
to none but a wearying, dragging struggle. Under this condition of things, Commencement finds
a body of students thoroughly worn put , physically and mentally, at the time when ib is. expected that each is to appear at his best.
It seems as if there was an opportunity here
for improvement. A break of but a week in
this fati guing period would afford a grateful rest,
and not a little recuperation for wearied faculties.

various of our exchanges we notice fro m
IN
time to time , accounts of some member of
THIS issue of the Echo finds us well started
upon the second—the last—terra of the the facul ty entertaining the students or a poryear. Some have-come from a vacation of hard tion of them , at his house. Invariably these sowork, others from six weeks of comparative cial events are referred to with manifest pleasure
idleness, but air glad th at th is is the spri ng on the par t of the students.
fcerra. D uring this session we have the pleasantThe benefits are manifold and obvious. The
eat season of the college year. The op ming of me eting of professor and student on the same
the ¦ bird's, and the freshness and beauty of plane in society, affords a means of acquaintance
throws an influence , and appreciation on both sides, suph as can be
reawakening vegetable
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found in no other way. The intercourse of instructors and students as gentlemen and ladies,
.inspires a respect in each that the legal relations
as teacher and pupil can never give. The more
thorough acquaintance widens and deepens the
influence of those' whose characters should tell
most for good.
To those students especially, who are not
favored with a place in the local society , an evening spent at the home of one as cultured and
intelligent as a member of the college faculty, is
not only a treat but an immense benefit. There
is a polish and ease of manner, as well as of
mind , that comes onl y by mingling in the society of others. It is a real and well-recognized
misfortune for a young man to shut himself in
from his fellow-creatures for the four years that
he spends in college. His education is defective
to that extent.
It is with great pleasure that we note not
only the wilh n gness hut the purpose on the part
of the faculties of many of our colleges, to supply this unavoidable defect in college life , in so
far as they are able.

attract more attention inasmuch as they would
be conducted by those outside the editorial
board, and those better able to treat of the
matter in hand. We will gladly publish suitable
communications from those who have the good
of our college at heart, though of . course we
shall claim the privilege of exercising our
jud gment in some degree regarding the insertion of the articles, and shall disclaim all
responsibility for the ideas advanced.

would call the attention of the students
WE
to the necessity of getting ready for Field
Day, if they would have a successful meeting this
year. The event is as yet a long way off , but
the matte r should be thoug ht over, and when
the time for training and entry comes , let a
goodl y number begin a vigorous preparation for
the various contests.
The records last year were good , some of
them unusually so. This year we ought to
make a better showing than ever before. The
only way in which this can be done, is by
thoroug h and intelligent training. The management of the association is in efficient and »
readers
have
hitherto
been
very
reOUR
energetic hands, but the final outcome of the
luctant to make use of the columns of the affair lies with the students themselves.
Echo for the expression of their opinions upon
matters pertaining to the college and its interests. The value of our paper as such a medium AMONG Western colleges there is a feature,
is hardly appreciated, we think. The " Sancdue perhaps to that spirit of enterprise now
tum *' can give the views of students and alumni proverbial of the West, which Eastern colleges
^
only as they are apprehended and guessed by wholly neglect. It is the custom of interthe editors. Of necessity this precludes the collegiate oratorical contests. In Ohio, Indiana ,
breadth and thoroughness of consideration that Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin , and , we think , two or
the questions would receive if viewed from the th ree other States, there are energetic organizastandpoints of several readers.
tions whose sole aim and effort is the promotion
Again, not seldom, subjects come up for dis- of good writing and speaking by means qf these
cussion, with which the editors have littl e ac- contests. Each college belonging to the associaquaintance. The course then is to ask an out- tion chooses, by means of a preliminary contest,
sider to wield the editorial quill temporarily, a delegate and alternate to represent it at the
and publish the result as the composition of the general contest of all the colleges belonging to
editor, or the latter may himself write what is the league.
necessarily a faulty notice of the question , and
Is there any valid reason why we Maine
let that go as the opinion of the college. In students should not adopt some such plan ?.. Our
either , case there are grave objections. The colleges are all easily accessible, and beside the
editor receives unmerited censure or praise, or gain in a literary and intellectual point of view ,
the college appears in an untrue light to the the good that would result from an annual meetworld at large.
in g of the stu de nts of th e differen t colleges is an
Communications from competent and inter- item of no small account, We should be pleased
ested readers would obviate all the difficulty . to have an expression of the views of the stuThis plan would insure a. fairer discussion of dents and college press of the State in regard , /
¦
¦ ¦; ' ; y " ' ¦
many questions, and the discussions would to the matter. ,
r- -V
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Not less with treasure they decked him , a nation 's
j;
gift, than did those,
a
Who sent him at first o'er the waters, a child that
FORE-SONG TO BEOWULF.
wist not its woes,
"What ! we have learned of the Gar-Dane lings in Moreover they brought in their homage an ensign ,
wroughten of gold,
the days of yore ;
Their deeds, and the glory thereby, which the noble High over head they set it , then drew they forth from
the hold,'
athelings bore.
And
gave
the
ship
to
the
billows
to
bear
him
far
from
Oft en , of scather kindreds, did Scyld the Scefing h u rl
the shore,
Many a band from their mead-seats ; great was their
Sad were the hearts within them , mournful the mood
fear of the earl .
they bore,
So, after first men found hitn r an outcast, wrough t he
And say forsooth can no men , though counsel-givers
and strove,
and great ,
Thence looked for ease unto hardship, and waxed
Heroes
under the heaven , who drew to land that
under welkin and throve,
fr ei ght.
h. l. k., '80.
Till all men dwelling about him must over the whaleroad bring
Fees of gold and obeisance ; that was a goodly king.
IVAN TOURGUfiNEFF.
Thereafter , young in his courts, a manchild to him was
is a striking example of the irony of Fate
born ;
IT
God sent him to gladden the people ; He wist of the
that the lan d of all others where free thought
need forlorn ,
and free speech are denied , should have given
Aforetime which they had suffered , when a long while birth to the greatest advocate of human freelordless they dwelt ,
Therefore tbe G-lory-wiolder earth's honor unto him dom, the greatest novelist of our time. TourguiSneff 's position is the more surprising, and
dealt.
Boowulf throve and was great, and the Soeden king- his genius the more pronounced , when we take
doms were filled
into consideration the characteristics of his work.
Wi th the far-heard tale of the welfare befallen the heir His characters are humble , scenes of the comof Scyld.
So should a wise man work with fees in his father 's monest, coloring exclusively local . The quiet
life of the Russian village, with it s petty loves
h all ,
That , after, when eld is upon him , liegemen may dwell and ambitions ; the oppression of some ragged,
at his call,
dirty toiler by a master as ign orant and brutal
To figh t for his folk in the battle when come the evil as hi mself ; the lud i cr ousl y pathetic portrait of
days,
a petty lord , too poor to maintai n his dignit y
Fo>r man in every kindred shall thrive by deeds of
respectably, and yet too noble to work—such
praise.
Then went Scyld the toiler ,. when the shapen time had are some of the sce n es and figures th at his superb
simplicity and sublim e pathos have ennobled ,
come,
To enter into the promise and peace of his Master 's elevat ed , br ought n ear to the innerm ost heart of
home.
humanity.
And then it was that his liegemen bare to the water 's
A genius so subtl e, baffling, elusive , can
brim
The Scyldlngs ' friend , as aforetime they had been hid- never he conformed to rule. Among us he is
mi sunderst oo d , unappreciated. A nature so
den of him ,
While yet their lief lord's word-sway was migh ty in brave and generous , a devoti o n to liberty and
the land.
ri ght so rare and unswerving, sh o uld have had
There at hythe stood ready a ring-stemmed ship on a warmer welcome on Western shores. This
the strand ,
fe eling may be partially explained by the fact
lee-bright, meet for an atholing, into whose bosom , at
that'but few of his works (and these not al ways
last ,
They laid him , the rlng-hostower , the mighty, down his best) have been translated, and the translaby the mast.
tion , even then , has been so wretchedl y done or
Therein thoy brought great treasure of jewels from is so conscientiously wooden as to hopelejasly
far away ,
disfi gure and obscure that exquisite style , Tour.
NTover of keel yet heard I more oomoly In array,
chiefest charm. Rarel y do we find an
With weapons and weeds of "battle , with hills and with gudnefTs
"
author so difficult , so hard to appreciate , tih\the
bymes good ,
(foms lay tliiok on Ij is bosom , the waiting prey of the reader has placed himself in cordial sympath y
'
flood i ¦ '" " ¦ ¦
with the sentiments and scenes which he de*
./ -
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picts. With the mind thus in accord with his,
many of the qualities before so rep ellent, charm
and attract.
He has been censured for that vein of sadness, ever deep and strong, running through and
shaping every purpose , and yet but the natural
outgrowth of the political movements of the day .
Thoroughly pessimistic, as every thinker of necessity must be, and every educated Russian is
in these stormy times, his bri ght , sunny nature
is in large measure free fro m that cynicism and
moroseness that so marred his master 's life. He
has been called a Nihilist, perhaps justl y. He
is no Nihilist in the vulgar acceptation of the
term, enrolling himself in that vast army of
fanatics who cling so blindly to the mad tenets
of Bakounin. He gave to literature, it is true,
th e p icture, beliefs, aims of its first Kihilist, but
yet so plainly as to show beyond all question his
own position. Not to that Nihilism , consecrated
to murder, robbery, revenge, determined to overturn everything, no matter what may come to
fill its place, but to the calmer, intellectual vie w ,
th at , seeing the defects, would strive to reform
them, gradually, peaceably, if possible, would
Tou rgudneff confess.
- With that sad vision or the struggling millions , toiling patiently, hopelessly, in worse than
Egyptia n bo n d age, ever before his eyes ; with
th at long l i n e of th e susp ect ed a n d conde m ned
ev er j ou r neying from Russian prisons to Siberian mines , it is no t wo nde r ful t h a t he became
from the fi rst the apostle of the common people.
Wi t h a purp ose as n ob le as thi s, with a life consecrated ever t o the emanci pation and regeneration of the serf , his life , words , tho u ght s must be
tinged with a sweet seriousness that would cast
a shadow over all. In the hovel of the peasant,
in the bands of servan ts on the gre a t esta t es, he
was to find his heroines , and exal t their plain ,
every-day lives into something infinitel y noble
and pathetic , almost sublime. In the rude , sluggish nature of the Russian bondman he was to

find a wealth of poetry and pathos as peculiar
as it was unknown. His work called int o play

his two great characteristics which alone raise
above the generality of writers. The one who
reads Tourgudnefif for the first time, will find , if
it be possible for him to feel , his soul pervaded
with a pity and sympathy that will dim his eyes
with tears. With a vein of tender pathos that
is the mightier because it is fel t, not seen , he

will clothe the commonest matter-of-fact theme
with a dignity, an importance which humbler
minds with even greater themes to insp ire them ,
can never hope to gain. Be-it humble submission to an overpowering destiny, the sacrifice of
all the heart holds dear , the saddened , blighted
life of one who sees life's fairest treasure torn
from her, — every theme is as marvelously
wrought out , as the landscape grows to beauty
beneath the master's brush.
lourguenett s style is in itself the peculiar
possession which no one else could gain. Plain,
simple, clear as crystal, without the slightest .
tinge of rhetoric, it is something undefinable,
indescribable. Many have tried to imitate it,
and found that, thoug h the form be there, the
spirit , the life, is hopelessly lacking. The present is not the time to form forever an authoritative opinion of his work. There has as yet
been no criticism written that will do him justice.
All are in vary ing degrees superficial , incomplete. The Ages sit in jud gment. To-morrow
will confirm and strengthen the verdict of To-day.
For his proper place and the attention that his
genius demands, Tourg iuSneff can well afford to
wait.
MAINE.
Let others sing of* foreign scenes,
. Set off in language grand sublime:
I will sing in humbl er strain
The grandeur of ray native clime.
Old Pine Tree State ! how dear to rno! .
Every rock on thy rough shore ,
Every crag on thy mountains free ,
Through which the winds of winter roar.
Thy noble rivers winding free,
Their banks by summer gaily drest :
Or when in winter 's garb, I see
Thorn covered with the feathery drift.
Their country 's woal and gl ory old
Thy manly sons have well upheld
By land and sea in battles bold ,
In deeds outvying knights of eld.
From scenes of beauty pai n ted brigh t
By artists' touch or poets ' pen,
From deeds of more than manful might
Which legends tell of old-tirao men :—•
To thee, Old Pine Tree State, I look ,
No forei gn shore so dear to me ,
No deeds of demigods I brook ,
Shall equal actions of the froQ,

PORPHYRY PETERS, PEDAGOGUE.
[continued.]

DURING the second week of the term
-occurred the village sociable which Porph yry attended , not so much from personal preference as because of a consciousness that he had
best make use of the opportunity to become
acquainted with the fathers and mothers of
Swathboro. Porphyry was shrewd enoug h to
see that his success in Swathboro depended
fully as much upon his making a good impression upon the parents as upon his teaching a
good school ; accordingly, while he did not intend to relax his efforts in the latter direction ,
he wisely determined that the former means
should not remain unimproved.
The subdued whisper, " the Master 's come,"
which passed round the room as he entered the
house where the sociable was held, as well as
the pompous manner in which Mr. Brunell performed the impo rtant duty which he took upon
himself of introducing the teacher to the people,
gave Porphyry inward amusement. They had
completed the circuit of the kitchen , where were
assembled a few of the older people and many
of the scho'ol children , and had nearl y finished
the tour of the sitting-room when they came
upon-;.a group of y o ung ladies who were anxiously, but with an air of unconcern, awaiting
an introduction.
Mr. Brunell was evidentl y becoming somewhat ti r ed of t h e w ork whi ch he beg an w i th
so much gusto and with an air of retief
ex claimed , " There Miss Farnham I've introduc ed the Master to 'mo st all th e folk s, now
you and th e rest o'the girls t ake and en tert a in
him as well as yer can. He sort of thinks he
don 't like soci ables and we want t o sh ow him
that all soci ables h aint like th em in a college
place , you know."
The position was not an enviable one.
Por ph yry tried to appear at his ea se and as
if it was a customary thing for him to entertain a half dozen youn g ladies at once , but
he knew he was unsuccessful and , moreover ,
. he felt sure that they knew he was actin g a ne w
r61e. He tried to ans wer extendedl y their
questions of how he liked Swathboro, his school ,
and the sociable, then he asked a few questions
in return. He tried to make a.pun or two but
they 'fell to the grou nd unappreciated and this

sufficed to.check any further

attem pt in this

direction ; and in a short time the young ladies,
who found the position as trying as Porphyry,
one by one moved away and sought the society
of the bashful young men of the village who
were eagerly waiting for them in the entry and
corners of the room , and their voices and
laughter soon told Porphyry that they had found
more agreeable society.
Porphyry at the same time became engaged
in a lively conversation with Miss Farnham, who,
because of Mr. Brunell's words, perhaps, had
remained near him while the others moved away.
He found in her an interested listener as well as
a ready converser, and her intelligence and
quick wit quite inspired him , so that he became
so much interested in the conversation that he
was quite confused when some one came to ask
them to join in the games, t o fi n d h ow lon g the y
had been talking.
Porphyry joined m a game ot .Logomachy,
whose chief attraction was due to the quaint expressions of a simple-minded maiden lady, of the
village who unconsciously made herself the subject of m any a good-humored joke ; his thoug hts ,
however, were more upon Miss Farnham than
upon the game, and his eyes often soug ht
out her graceful form from among the others,—
too oft en i n fa c t , for several pa irs o f sharp eyes
were following him , and among the rest those
of Mrs. Brunell. The result was that later in
the eveni n g M r. Brunell came to ask Porphyry
i f h e wou ld n ot accompany Mrs. Brunell home
at th e close o f the eve n i n g as he himsel f was
obli ged to go away .
On the way home Porp hyry was entertained
with an extended account of Miss Farnham's
li fe and ancestry. Mrs. Brunell had known the
Far nham 's, r oot and branch , from old Eli Farnham , who di ed of a cancer , down to his grandd a ught er , whose m other died a few months ago,
and who now k ept ho use for her father , an old
man who had just enough property to support
him self and his d a ug hter. Her pretty face was
h er only merit , and as for that there were lots
of prettier girls in the village than Ella; " there's
Mary Simpson , Mr. Brunell' s sister 's daughter ,
who 's a si ght handsomer , and smarter too , fchan
she is, but the young men are always all carried
away with Ella Farnham. But then," she added ,
as they reached the gate , "I don't suppose
there 's any need of my telling all this to you
as long as you are engaged yourself ; but I

couldn 't help thinking as I saw yoa talking with
her there to-ni ght, and the way you looked at
her afterwards, that it was the same way they
all begin."
Porphyry thanked her for her information ,
and went to his room in a hi g h state of exasperation at the state of society existing- in so
many small villages, and large ones too, where
the simplest expressions of interest and politeness are interpreted as pointing directly to the
most important steps in life. But after exhausting himself in this line he found his thoug ht^
again turning back upon Miss Farnham ; at last,
calling himself a confounded idiot like all the
rest, he fell asleep.
During the summer, previous to our introduction to her, Ella Farnham had graduated
from a young ladies' seminary, and since her
m other's death in the early fall , had , as Mrs.
Brunell said, kept house for her father. The
slight home cares she had found quite agreeable in connection with her reading and other
work ; and their quiet home in Swathboro
pleased her quite as well as the whirl and
excitement of society life , of which she had
sometimes caug ht a glimpse while visiting at
the city. Yet she was not lacking in life and
vivacity, a n d the me rr y twinkl e of he r br ight
black eye told of something else than sedatehess, whil e the th o ug h tful curve of the eyebrows and th e firm but gr aceful mouth and chin
fully exp lained the hi g h regard in which she >
was h eld by all who knew her.
After th e evening of t h e sociable , Porp h yry
somehow f ound it convenient often to call and
consult her father 's well-chosen library, an d the
change from the noisy, di scord an t Br unell
kitchen to the quiet cheerful sitting-room of the
Farnham 's was ve ry enjoyable and tended to
make his calls longe r than the mere . examination of th e books would require. Nor did they
find his calls at all disp leasing ; he seemed to
bring a fresh life and spirit into thei r home
which was inspiring. .
The village gossips, meanwhile, were elated
with their new subject for discussion , and the
idea that Mr. Peters, who had probabl y been
engaged for several years , should now be paying such marked attention to Ella Farnham ,
•seemed to them a sufficient reason for turning
him out of the school. He was no fit person to
have the training of their children in his hands,
>>

and it was surprising that Ella should permit
him to do as he did. These remarks did not
fail sometimes to reach the ears of Porphyry
himself, and he almost wished for Miss Farnham 's sake that his foolishness had not led him
to bring that picture here with him , since it
seemed to place her in such an unpleasan t position. But as she had never shown in any way
that these reports had reached her ears he gave
the matter little attention , hop ing that she
cared as little for the village gossip as did he.
And he was finall y rather glad of the free and
unreserved position which he was able to assume
towards her since the knowled ge of the existence of the picture would prevent Miss Farnham from misconstruing bis action.
{To be continued.)'
IN A FRIEND'S ALBUM.
The page before thee lieth fair and spotless.
It seemeth to thee beautiful. 'Tis well !
A poet comes, sullies its snowy whiteness,
Covers it over with ungainly scrawl ,
Yet writes thereon a thought eternal , peerless,
Helpful to all.
Is not the page more beautiful ? Pray tell.
Beauteous the infant as it lies in slumber ,
Clasped , pure and holy, in its mother 's arms.
Time flies; Death comes; no longer pure and holy !
Then , Virtue 's wavering line, and Passion's blot !
Yet in those wavering lines the purpose noble
He would liave wrought.
Has not this picture , tell me, greater charm ¥ "
A. h. e., '81.

SAID TOM'S FATHER :
k fc HP OM 1"

Mr. Thomas Ellerton was sit•1- ting befor e the fire reading his evening
p aper , or rather , pretending to read it, for his
eyes were fixed thoug htfully upon his son ,
Thomas Ellerton , Junior , who , leaning on the
mantel, was knocking the ashes from his cigarette into the grate. Tom was just home frpm
his first term in college , and was fearing that
an explanation would he required for various
charges in his cash account. He looked up
apprehensivel y, for his father's voice prophesied
expostulation,
" Tom , I' ve been looking over the papers
you-broug ht home, and I don't find your name
under the Base-Ball,' or Foot;Ball, or Athletic

Associations. Haven't you joined any societies
at all?"
" Why, yes, I joined the Young Men's Christian Association and the Reading-Room and a
secret society, but I had to draw the line some,,where, and really, it costs ' so much to join the
others, I thought I couldn 't afford it," and
Tom's face beamed with conscious merit.
His father looked at him a minute in silence,
and then remarked , with the slightest touch of
sarcasm : "Well, it's terribly strange, then ,
that you could afford to pay so much for kerosene. How much was the bill for last term ,
fifteen dollars?" Tom held his peace—he
didn't want to talk much about that kerosene
bill.
"Now, Tom," continued his father, "don 't
flatter yourself with the delusion that you kept
out of those associations on account of your
poverty . You know you could have afforded
it, but you preferred hanging around other fellows' rooms to training, and spending your money
for tobacco and candy to paying it for fees. What,
' you couldn 't spare the time from your studies ' ?
Of cours e you could. A little exercise will make
you study better. The harder one studies, the
more does he need exercise ; not necessarily
work in the gymnasium , but something that will
at once interest and tire."
"Ho w's that?" as Tom again interrupted ,
' the best sort of fellows don 't go into such
things?' " Fush, fush , I don't believe it, or,
rather, I believe you are mistaken. Look over
your college, and see whether it is the dunce and
the rake who are the most interested in sports. I
tell you , a fool can't be any sort of an athlete,
and the fast boy 'certainly won 't be one long.
When I was in college, the first fellow in my
class was in the boat crew and the third fellow
was captain of the eleven , while it was the poor
chaps who hadn't brains enough to decline
mensa who used to mope around the halls, wailing at the cost of athletics 1 Why, look here,"
and the old gentleman got up and paced the
floor in his earnestness , " look here, isn't your
body given you by God just as much as your
"brains are ? If you are to live in this world ,
isn't it just as important that you should have a
bod y as that you should have a soul ? It's all
very well to say the mind is the man , but , Tom ,
th e mind is of no earthly use without a b ody
to ba dk it, How many are the noble intellects

which have been lost to the world from lack of
physical support ! A White, a Burns, a Keats,
dying before their time, are examples of a
class altogether too numerous to-day. I believe that the Creator holds a man responsible as much for his treatment of his body
as for his treatment of his soul, and if it
is one's duty to develop and strengthen his
mind , so it is to develop and strengthen
the bodv in which the mind is confined.
From the nature of the union between soul
and body, the one should grow as does the
other. The time has come when the great mind
in the puny body must yield to the great mind
in the strong body. Endurance is the winner
in to-day's race , and the weak body too soon
yields to the terrible strain of its soul's smugglings.
This philosophy of his father was more than
Tom could stand. He was ignominiously retreating when his father stopped him—
" What do you wear that tall collar and that
gay neck-tie for ? To make yourself look well,
of course. Now, isn't it just as important for
one's good appearance that his body should be
well developed and that his face should glow
with health as that his clothes should fit well or
that his hair should be banged ? I'm tired and
sick of looking at the boys growing up in this
town—no bones, no muscles, nothing but pieces
of adipose tissue decorated with gorgeous cravats
and padded shoulders. And when there is one #
who is favored by nature with a good body, he
must needs reduce himself to the state of
his comrades, and from lack of exercise and
abundance of cigarettes he soon succeeds. Even
those boys who have no bad habits are too lazy
to get by honest work the brawn and proportions which the tailor* can so readily supply.
But broad shoulders, of themselves, don't mak e
an Adonis. Go to the mirror, and if you can
withdraw your admiring gaze from your upper
lip, look at your neck. What's the use to try to
rest your chin on your collar ? Why don 't you
hold your head where it was intended you should
hold it, straight up over your shoulders ? What
do you walk like a partly closed jack-knife for ?
A stoop ing gait may bet ok en thought , but it
certainly is not natural or graceful. Look at
your knees when you—" But Tom had departed. The conversation was becoming too
personal.

'

If the .opinion gains ground that it is^safe to'
destroy what every bod y has to share in paying
•
"The vanished Spring, th at slumbering bide s
for, we are likely to have- a good sized "general
Her own sweet time to waken bud and flower. "
average " by the end of the term .
Is the re to be a Field-Day ball ?
It is already time to get into.training for the
How about the skating-rink under the hill ?
Field-Day sports. Field Day ought not to suffer
Tennis at Colby will receive a decided im- this year as it did last, because of the participetus this spring.
pants in the sports not beginning to trai n early
It is rumored that Turner , '84, has petitioned enough in the term. .
the Faculty for a pump near South College.
Smith , of '86, has decided to leave .college at
The large fire of the year occurred as usual the end of the present term , probabl y that he
when the students were all absent from the may be able to investigate at his leisure certai n
phases of city life in which he has lately become
town.
The usual flood of conversation on base-ball interested.
topics has alread y begun to spread over the
The boating season on the Messalonskee
campus.
commenced this year on the fi rst day of the term ,
Did you see the mannikins, ancl the Molly but was not inaugurated with any such , cruel
Maguire, and " the models imported from Paris disaster as that which ushered in the season of
the preceding year.
at great cost " ?
Considerable curiosity is felt to know
The two students who this winter ran the
whether work upon the new scientific building " tin-lan tern-stove-pipe-illustrated lecture on
is to be begun this year.
Jerusalem," report "no end of fun ," but are
The statistician of '84 is said to have pre- somewhat reticent concerning the amount
pared for publication an unusually rich and in- of filthy l u cr e which it h as ad d ed t o their
exchequer.
teresting mass of .material.
It did all very well for Bryant to sing:
" Who will not excuse the honest pride with
which the Soph's, attract attention to their feet
" Thick the emeral d blades shall grow ,
When first the March winds melt the snow; "
in chape l ? "—Colby Echo , 1878.
but a view of the campus du ring the p r esent
'87 has received an accession to its numbers
m onth would have been likely to shake his f a ith
in Wilder Colby, who has entered as a specialist,
in even his own veracity .
* taking mathematics and chemistry only.
Can we not hav e some respectable bulletinClem en t , '84, has lately had a sli gh t attack
boards on the campus ? It is the same wail
of illness, sup er induce d it is believ ed by exwhich has been hea r d ev ery year past within
cessive consumption of chocolate drops and
memory, but it seems as though the t ime had
Chicago caramels.
come for it to cease. A small subscri ption
Rev. J. F. Elder, D.D., of New York City, tak en up among ourselves would be abundantl y
has accepted the invitation of the Y. M. 0. A. sufficient to meet the demand.
»
to deliver befo r e them the annual sermo n on the
Fro m what has been witnessed upon the
evening of Commencement Sunday.
campus , we conclude that it would be sujpe rThe marked disfavor with which the students fluous to call the attention of the Faculty to
regard the recently proposed resolutions restrict- the inconveniences arising from lack of draining college athletics , is a sufficient guarantee age of the campus. Time, however , brings all
that they will not be adopted by our ^Faculty .
things , whether it be gutters for the roofs, or "
The usual Sophomore declamation is ex- drainage for the college grounds.
^v
pected to occur on the evening of the 9th of
Another Baptist sociable has come and gone ,1
April next. The following is the list of the marking another, red-letter day in the lives of
speakers who have been appointed : Brown , more Freshmen than a few.. It is said to .h ave
Bryant , Condon , Phenix , Richardson , Small , been a success as usual , thoug h heavily haiidi- v
Smith , Trafton , Webber , Whitten ,
capped by the unprop itious phase of the moon
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at the time, aiid by the fact that so large a number of ihe Sophomores were , engaged in
" making up."

¦

¦

The Seniors are in despair. The thought
that they have withstood Noah Porter and survived Schwegler only to perish at the hands of
A striking testimony to the value of Janet, is crushing. Psychology was unusual,
"making up " was furnished the other day hy a Schwegler's History of Philosophy was maddenSophomore who was unable to recollect that he in g, but Moral Science— hagel und sturm-welter.
had read the Agricola of Tacitus, until a friend
It was a Freshman who, when attending his
reminded him that it was one of the studies he first Baptist sociable, carried down with him to
the church a pair of dancing pumps, under the
"made up, " the win ter previous.
A certain Senior was heard a short time ago fond delusion that he would have use for them
complaining to a friend that he had the rheu- there. By discreetly storing them under a
matism in his right arm . The friend thought of settee, however , he escaped public exposure.
how said Senior had been out calling till a late
We would again call attention to the fact
hour the night previous, and merely smiled an that the re is in. recitation hall . and some other
unsympathetic and suggestive smile.
buildings on the campus apparently no provision
Sam was interviewed the other day in regard made for means of extinguishing fire, and that
to his views upon the Romish Priesthood . The any day may reveal too late the fact that the
substance of his belief was that prie.sts, as provision of fire extinguishers in the halls would
meditators between God and man , were wholly have been a wise and economical precaution.
unnecessary, since "'every tub must stand on its
The following back num bers of the Echo
own botto m, and every mouth declare.""
are wanted , to complete files ; a liberal price
The Sophomores are generally supposed to will be paid for any copies that may be forwarded
be able to keep the college well supplied with to the editors : Vol. I., '77 : Nos. 1, 3, and 4,
horn music on their own account, but when March, May, and June. Vol. II., '77 and '78 :
they are obliged to seek aid from the young Nos. 4-9 inclusive, January to August, '78.
ladies of the town in making ni ght hideous, Vol. III., '78 and '79 : Nos. 1-8 inclusive, Octhen. —- a doubtful precedent has been estab- tober, '78, to July, '79. Vol. V., '80 and '81 :
Nos. 2, 3, and 4.
lished.
The Seniors have divided among the electives
The Freshman prize reading is to take place
for the present term as follows : Survey ing,— earlier this year than heretofore , being appointed
Donnell , Dudley, Estes, Keith , Mclntire , Moul- for the 18th of April. Altho ugh some uncerton , Putnam ; Greek,—Burtt , Clement , Dearing, tainty seems to exist in the minds of the FreshKingman , Mathews, Morrill, Robinson , Thayer, men as to the appointments , it has been ascerTurner. The remainder of the class have taken tained from the Sophomores that the following
Latin.
members of '87 are to take part at the reading :
The boys were unusually prompt this term S. C. Brooks, W. H. Brooks, Day, Farr, Goodin returning after the long vacation. There win , Harvey, Holmes, Kingsley, Mortimer, Pray,
were a few exceptions, however, in the caSes of Small, Watson.
those who, ,being snowed up in far away corners,
Class in Political Economy, discussing the
were obliged to dig their way out , so to speak, nature of wealth and capital : ^Professor (to a
putting in an appearance in consequence a day student of well known social propensities)— .
or two later than they had intended.
" Mr. — , if you had a horse and carriage to use
¦' ' A Senior in the Greek class the other day, in driving for recreation , would that be capital?"
while vainly endeavoring to translate a passage Facetious Student (just to have a little joke on
from the Greek New Testamen t in other words the Professor) — " It would depend on what I
than those of the authorized version , in a fit of carried." Professor— " Well, then , provided
desperation rendered the speech beginning with you carried the one you would be most likely to, » .
the words Yewijuara ixtdv&v, by the blood-curdling under the circumstances." (Facetious Student
expre ssion , /' Oh, t ri be of sn akes, w ho hath collapses in the midst of vociferous applause by
warned you to flee fr om the wrath to come."
|the class at t he thoug ht of the well-known one.)
¦

The reading-room is at last to be refitted ,
and its furniture reupholstered. It is to be hoped
that this improvement of the fu rnishings of the
room may be the sign al for a more rational use
of its privileges than has recentl y been customary . Nearl y all are desirous of such a
change, and a determined effort to see it brought
about at the first of the term will create a public sentiment in its favor strong enough to maintain it to the close of the year.
We were to have had this month for publication in this department , a short poem on Spring.
The author , however, having unfortunately been
drowned on the campus, somewhere along .the
path from South College to the street, while in
the very act of bringing the verses to the editor,
their publication will necessarily be deferred
till next month , by which time the waters
will, it is thoug ht, have subsided sufficiently to
permit of the recovery of his body.
We regret to learn that Lord , of '84, will
be unable to return to college until the latter
part of the present term , on account of the
sickness of the senior editor of the Roekland
Courier-Gazette . He is to be retained as chief
editor of the Oracle , although the actual supervision of the work will devolve upon the second
literary editor. Clement, '84, has been associated with the editorial board , in consequence
of the vacancy caused by Lord's absence.
Apropos of the scarcity of items this month ,
we were struck by the peculiar pertinency and
force of the following from the Cornell Era :
" See there, father ; is that a rhinoceros?"
"No , my son , that is a local editor. " " Why
does he look so wild, father ? Is he hunting for
any thing ?" "Ye s, my son. He thought he
had at last found an item for his paper , but it
got lost in the recess of his brain. Come away j
he might run at you, if he saw us looking at
him."
And still we are obliged in rainy weather to
leave our umbrellas in a pro miscuous huddle in
the halls of the different buildings , to drain
and dri p upon the floor, in painful reminder of
the fact that we are still without some of the
most simple and ordinary conveniences of life .
Is it not possible to move the stony hearts of
- the prudential committee to spend some few
dol lars ou t of the i nc omi ng th o usands t o p r ocure
the umbrella stands which should have been

provided for each building within a week after '
it was first opened for occupation ?
The following is the program of recitations
for the first part of the present term :
8 A.M.
Seniors, Political Economy,
Juniors, German,
Sophomores, Anglo-Saxon,
Freshmen, Greek,

11.30 A.M.
Moral Science,
Geology,
Greek,
Latin,

4.30 P.M.
Electives.
Political Economy.
Mechanics.
Algebra.

Prof. Eastty, of London , gave one of his
entertaining readings before the college in the
chapel last Saturday morning, for their enjoyment of which the boys extend to him their
hearty thanks. The readings were excellent,
Prof. Eastty's voice being of unusual power and
richness, and his command of it in delivery
being skillful and easj\
The nine went into training in the Gym on
the 17th of the present month , with a very encourag ing outlook for the season's campaign^
According to present arrangements the positions
of the men will be as follows : Doe, '84,
pitcher and captain of the nine ; Goodwin , '87,
catcher; Emerson , '84, first base ; Mathews, '84,
second base ; Boyd , '86, third base ; Larrabee ,
'87, short-stop ; Whitten , '86, left field ; Putnam ,
'86, centre field ;
:
, right field. This
latter position is to be filled by one of the following : Putnam , '84, Bickmore, '86, Welling-,
ton, '86.
The students have, for the last two weeks,
been rioting in the blissful enjoyment of the
gutters which have at last been placed upon all
the college buildings not formerly so supplied.
The thanks of all are due to ~ the prudential
committee for the long and uninterrup ted revel
of satisfaction which their action has produced,
Nevertheless, it must be admitted that when one
descending the steps of South College, lost in
admiration at the triump h of man 's art above his
head, and with heart o'erflowing with gratitue
to a benevolent Faculty, steps off into three or
four inche s of what Worcester defines as snow
in a state of liquefaction—it must be admitted
that at such times enthusiasm falters.
It seems of late to.have been more and more
devolving upon the " Campus " to gather up and
give expressions to those grumblings among the'
students, which have, hitherto , formed the subjects of communications , or which have crept
into the "Sa nctum," or which else have been allowed to remain unnoticed. It is eminently
pr ope r that such grumblings , where they have

any reasonable cause, sho ul d find full expression
in the college paper, which is, indeed, the only
means, open to the students for bringing certain
matters before those who alone have it in their
power to afford the needed remedy. Such matters as relate to the campus, at least , may with
peculiar proprie ty be touched upon in the
" Campus." The complaint which is most frequently heard to-day, and one which the Faculty
also have good reason to appreciate , is concerning the campus walks. The fact , if indeed it
be a fact, that they have been in the same inexcusably scandalous conditio n every spring for
the last fifty years, is no reason why they should
be allowed to remain so for the next fifty years.
It is not the unavoidable penalty of living in
such a climate as this that one should have to
clamber througtrslush , mud , and water on the
campus paths during a month or two out of each
year. Nor is our responsibility in this direction
lessened by t he fact th at , so far as slush is concerned , the campus paths are in rather better
condition than the' town sidewalks. Because
these latter have been in a condition which is a
disgrace to the town and a reproach to the
house hol d ers b ef or e who se places they extend ,
the r e is obvi ously no reason why we should imita te this uninviting exa mp le. We ask for what
are on gravel ed path s an absolute necessity in
this climate—b oard walks. We sincerel y hope
th at the r e is no t in New England another instituti on of any size or preten sio ns , which compels
its .students to daily suff er serious annoyance
and inconvenie nce from the execrable condition
of the walks upon its own grounds ,—certainly
we know of none where, with equal need
for their presence , board walks are not provided.
They are necessary here , not onl y during the
period when the melting snow renders the
campus a very slough of despond , but during the
long weeks in the spring when mud , mud , mud is
the order of the day, and when it is necessary to
nave t he agility ot a kangaroo even to get trom
one college building to the other without well
plastering your shoes with earth. Of what use
is it to complain of trampled turf and ruined
edg ings when the paths are left practically impassable ? Of what use is it to complain of
dirty floors in halls and lecture-rooms, when no

one can appear there with reasonabl y clean

shoes, owing to the state in which the approaches to the halls are left ? We ask simply

for that with which other similar institutions are
almost without exception provided—board walks
which, mad e in sections, may be stored during
the summer and laid down early in the spring.
We have a campus of which we all are proud,
and justly so. The neatness and care with
which it and its buildings are in general maintained is also a matter for self-congratulation.
Can we not with reason look for a hitherto
neglected yet necessary provision which ' will
add to the causes for our satisfaction ?

EXCHANGES.
s

THE COLLEGE PRESS.
[Note.—Owing to press of other -work, the Exchange
Editor was unable to furnish the matter in time for the printer,
so the column this month is the work of inexperienced hands,
«
and hence, no doubt, faulty.]

The Tale Courant is a new exchange to us, and one
that takes high rank among college papers. Its management is able, and the character of its contributed
articles is above the average. While its pages are not
closed against fun , it does not admit the insipid slush
that disfigures so many of our college publications.
The editorials are outspoken and readable ; the locals
are pithy and abundant. The literary articles all show
care and finish , -while in contents there is a pleasing
variety manifested. In respect to its cover and typographical make-up it is surpassed by none of our exchanges.
Boston University is well represented in the college
world by the Beacon, which comes to us in a new and
very attractive dress. A.t first sight the cover impressed us as being one of the most tasty in design and
neatest in finish of any paper received at our office.
Our appreciation was not lessened by learning that the
design was the work of a graduate of Colby—Mr. Donnison of '82. One characteristic of the paper we wish
to notice , viz. : the sensible and fearless criticism of
exchanges. If there is to be an exchange column we
believe it should be devoted to fair and impartial criticism , and not be made a playground for the display of
the editor 's wit. We appreciate criticism , whether
favorable or adverse, if it is made in a spirit of fairness.
Our table finds a new adornment in the Occident,
from the University of California. The arrangement
and composition of the paper is superior to that of
many of our western journals. If wo may suggest a
fault, it is that the "local " department receives too
little space and attention , while in the literary articles
there is rather too much that is intelligible to students
of the college only. These are minor defects , however,
upon which the opinions of editors differ.
The ' Varsity, a weekly from the University of Toronto, is perhaps the best of our Canadian exchanges.
It is thoroughly devoted to the interests of its univer-

sity. The completeness of its reflection of the life of Professor of Geometry, at Oxford, early in this;
the college as effected in the locals, editorials, and re- year.—Ex. •
ports, gives it an almost unique position among colThe marking system is now the subject of
lege papers. It advocates the discussion by college
papers of some rather profound , and it seems to us ir- serious discussion in some of our leading colrelevant questions, and affords in its own columns' a leges. At Kenyori College students- having a
class standing of 75 per cent, or above , and not
practical and creditable exemplifi cation of its views.
In its-management and tone of its contents the absent from more than one-tenth of their recitaTrinity Tablet comes as near our ideal of a college tions, are allowed to pass without taking an expaper as anything on our exchange list. Plain but
amination. At the University of Pennsylvania
neat in appearance, straightforw a rd a nd progr essiv e in
all its departments, it declares throughout the wisdom a new system of ranking has been adopted.
Some months ago, the scientific world was
and good judgmen t of its conductors.
A new enterprise , and we tnink a good one, is tne surprised at the appearance , in scientific jour- '
publication at Nashville of a monthly journal in the nals, of discussions on the discovery of a pracinterest of no college or society in particular , bat in tical solution to the cubic equation—a problem ,
the name of all students. The paper is appropriately the
practical solution of which had baffled the
called the Student World. The first number or two has
made a favorable impression , and we hope that the leading m athematicians of all co untries for hundreds of years. So startling was such , a dis- .
new undertaking mil prove successf ul. *
The ex. ed. of the Sivarthmore Phoenix indulges in covery, that even the deepest thinkers on the
an unwarranted overflow of righ teous indignation , in subject of the Theory of Equations were skepthe February number, over a supposed plagiarism on tical as to the possibility of it, until a demonthe part of the Echo. It is not always wise to assert stration of the
fact led to ultimate conviction .
more than can be proved. The ex. ed. in question has
seen in the Echo something which lie claims was The discoverer of this solution is an alumnus of
copied "almost word for word " from that excellent Wisconsin University .— University Press.
• Cornell Universit y has received an invitation ,
journal . Doubtless an article appeared in our columns
that bore a more or less close resemblance to some- signed by the Duke of Argyle as chancellor, and
thing published in the Phoenix, but it was not copied. Sir Stafford Northcote as rector , to send a repreThus far we have always been able to fill our pages
sentative to the 300th anniversary of the foundwith original articles or properly credited clippings.
We would fondly ad vise the excitable youth now serv- ing of the University of Edinburgh next Easter,
ing as ex. od. at Swarthmore to allow his " natural this representative to be the guest of the Edinmodesty to refrai n " him from positing as facts his own burg h authorities. The Era thus comments
( guesses, however plausible they may seem.
upon the matter: " Cornell is one of the few
American universities invited to send a represe ntative to the tri-centennial celebration of the
OTHER COLLEGES.
founding of Edinburg h University. The deleOxfo r d , Camb ridge, Durham , and Lon do n ga ting of Jam es Rus sell Low el l f or this du ty
Universities have opened, their doors to women. will ens u re th e University a pro minent position
—Dartmouth.
am o ng the in stitu t ion s "represented. No better
Trinity College has obtai ne d the map of man could be found for Cornell's representative.
America in 1522. It was made from the ideas As a no n -resident professor in the Universi ty he
of Columbus and first printed at Madrid.—Ex. is familia r with it s worki n gs ; as mini s te r t o
Dr. McCosh has issued a circular setting Eng land and one, also , highl y h o nored h e will
forth the demands for a course in Fine Arts as t a ke the p recede n ce that w e all desire for
a part of the college curriculum at Princeton. Cornell' s repr esentative. The extension of in—Ex.
v itations to se veral leading American colleges is ; :
A Bowdoin student is reported to have made significant in showing a tendency to place bur , !
some marked improvements in the spectroscope. institutions of learning on an equal footing with;!
—Ex.
those of Great Britain. It is unusual to see';!
At the Kansas University any student who Bri tish conservatism bend to anything more
attains a term grade of ninety is excused from than to p atronize in a soothing way everything
examinations.—Ex.
American."
Professor Sylvester , late of Johns Hopkins ,
Amherst students are marked on gymnasium
expects to enter upon his duties as" Savilian practice , as on any recitation. President Seelye , v

says of compulsory exercise in the gym n asium :
"B y close statistics, carefull y kept for twenty
years, it appears that the health of an Amherst
College student is likely to grow better in each
year of his college course. The average health
of the Sophomore class is better than that of
the Freshman, and of the Junior better than
that of the Sophomore, and of the Senior best
of all. This average is shown to come from an
improvement in the physical condition of the
individual student , and not from a dropping out
of the course of those who mi ght be too weak
to complete it.''—Ex.

THE
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WASTE-BASKET.
«

.

We had just reached our room after a perilous passage upon the ferryboat , which , at this
season of the year, conveys the resuscitated
student fro m the railway station to this haunt
of Arcadian simpli city, and had shaken off the
blinding slush and the profanity of the descendant of Charon when the postman placed in our
hands a corpulent communicatio n from the
sunny regions of the South. With eagerl y
pal pitating fingers we rent its eperdemis and
read :
Ethereal Angel Creek, ?
Mar. 27, 1884. . \
Luminous beacon of my li/e :
Here I sit in this blissful clime so redol ent with the
overwhelming sweetness of orange blossoms and tbe
bal efu l breath of consumptives , gently parting , with a
hnnd-saw , the shining locks of my pet alligator , which ,
softly crooning, lies upon the door-mat gazing with
its tenderly expressive , orbs upon the undevoured
remnant of a book agent, who had , with his dying gasp,
informed me that ho was introducing a valuable work
on Skating-ftink Etiquette , wri tten by a member of
you r college,
Well , as I remarked , hero I sit and
ponder upon tho joyless existence you are trying to
wear away in tho miry thoroughfares of the college
town , comparing it with this radiant scone of tropical
loveliness which expands before ray enraptured vision.
Would that you were ray companion in this balmy zone
where tho lachrymal onion and the cramp producing
melon abound iu cloying satiety I And how goes tho
battle of books '? Does some beardless Junior still
aspire to sib by the hearth-stone of tho Professor •? Is
tho co-educational clement as retiringly coy as it
kithprtoly .has been habitually accustomed to he wont?
Does the department of vocal culture still retai n its
bucolic oast ¦? But the rythmic cadence of tho canal
boat, paddle falls upon my ears and I must depart for
St. Augustine. .
.
Yours in visible emotion ,
, ."
'M'GlNNIS.
Junio r, (tran slating nurw ego omnino oooidi)
*—" Now I am all b roke n up,"—ifo?.

A down-town landlady calls a boarder
" Phoenix," because he rises from the hashes
and flies.
The Ladies' Literary Society of Nebraska
have adopted the following motto : " Arma
Virumque CanoT —Ex.
A stratum of solid, slippery ice ;
A stratum of slush so soft and nice ;
A stratum of water; over that
A stratum of man in a new silk hat ;
Abov e, the startled air is blue
With oath on oath a stratum or two.
—Record.
" Please write the subject of the examination at the head of the paper," said the professor, " we want something to show what the
examination is about."—Ex.
THE SOPHOMORE'S SOLILOQUY".

To ride or not to ride—that 's th e question :
Wh eth er 'ti s nobler in the mind to suffer
The slings and jokes of sarcastic professors,
Or to take a horse against a sea of troubles,
And , by riding, end them .
To sleep, to vide—some more ;
And by a ride to say vre end
The headache, the burning of midnight oil ,
And the thousand difficult constructions
That the student is heir to -'tis a consummation
Devoutly to be wished.
To ride ,'to sleep :—
To sleep ! perchance to dream ; - ay, there 's the rub j
For in that sleep to dream that the professors have
Tumbled to the racket,
"
Must give us pain.
— Ex.
The late Professor Sop hocl es of Ha rvard was
as eccentric in his teaching as in everything else
that he did. He had miich of the Socratic way
of asking questions to show a pupil hi s ignorance, and then leaving him t o hel p him self as
best he could. He often asked a question , especi all y if a v isitor was in his class-room, merel y
t o open the way for a j oke or a sarcasm. He
once asked a question about a peculiar Greek
accent entirel y r o und a class, eliciting va rious
crude guesses, and then dryly remarked : "It is
a misprint." Many will remember his question

as to what was done with the Persians who

were killed at Thermopy lae This called out
various answers, to which he replied by a shake
of his head ; but when one hop eless Freshman
replied that he did not know, he answered :
" That is right ; nobod y knows." These anecdotes, with a thousand others , both historical
and mythical, are very characteristic of his sty le
of teaching, which did not always follow strictl y
scientiflo methods,— ZVm Nation,

PERSONALS.
—
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[The alumni are earnestly solicited to furnish items
for this column] .
Prof. Butterfiel d has returned to resume his
duties as instructor in elocution , and met with
a warm reception by the students.
Prof. Smith has been occupying the pul pit
of the Baptist church in Skowhegan.

'78.

C. A. Chase has graduated from the medical
department of Howard University, Washington ,
D. C.

'80.

H. L. Koopman has given up the position of
Cataloguer in the Cornell library to fill a similar
position in the libraries of Columbia College.
Address Cor. of Madison Ave. and 49th .Street,
*
N.
Y.
City.
' 35.
Married. —At the residence of the hride's
In recognition of the ability and personal
worth of the late Rev. William Lamson , D.D., parents in this city, Mr. H. L. Kelley of Faira memorial volume has lately- been issued from field to Miss Cornelia A. Pulsifer.
the Riversid e Press.
' 81 Rev. . F. M. Gardner has just received a
' 6 0.
Henry A. Kennedy, one of the most promi- unanimous call to the Baptist church of Lawnent citizens of Waldoboro, died March 9, 1884. rence, Mass.
"
He was born in Waldoboro, Nov. 6, 1834, and
C. C. King is in the Boston Law School.
graduated from this college in 1860. He was
E. M. Stacy is School Supervisor at Benton,
appointed deputy collector of customs, of the Me.
A. H. Barton has entered the practice of law
port of Boston , in 1863, holding this position
until the resignation of Gen. James A. Hall , in company with Hon. B'a rtlett Tri pp (formerly
collector in 1881, when he, was appointed , by '61) at Yankton , Dakota.
James M. Sanborn (formerly '81) is member
President Garfield , collector of the port of
Waldoboro. He was universally respected and of the School Committee at Newport, Me.
highly esteemed for his integrity.
' 82.
G. L. Dunham is teacher of the Center
' 61.
Rev. P. D. Blake has accepted a call to the Street Grammar School in Portland , Me.
L. H. Owen has resigned his position as
Baptist church at Wickford , R. I.
teacher of the Fairfield High School.
' 62.
W. C. Philbrook has opened a law office in
Col. Richard C. Shannon is a law student at
Columbia Law School during a vacation from this city .
'83.
his duties in Brazil.
G. M. Wadsworth, formerly of '83 , now of
' 63.

Brown , '84, has been acting as captain of the
Rev. W. R. Thompson is firs t selectman and Brown base-ball nine.
member of School Committee at New Ipswich ,
'84.
Robinson is member of School Committee at
N. H.
' 65.
Windham , Me. Rev. W. T. Chase, lately pastor of the BapH. B. Gray , formerl y of '84, now of Boston
tist church at Cambrid geport , Mass., has gone University, '84, is editor-in-chief of the Beacon,
to Minneapolis, Minn., to fill the pulpit of the the Brown University monthl y.
First Baptist church of that city. . It is said
D>udley M. Holraan (formerl y '84) is editor
that this church ia one of the most successful of the Advocate, published at Roxbury, Mass.
and influential in the State.
'8 5.
James Monahan (formerly '85) has entered
' 68.
¦j
Rev. W. 0. Ayer has resigned his position in the class of '86 in Dartmouth College.
'86.
the p ulpit of the Baptist church in Skowhegan
E.
E.
Parmenter
has
been elected Supervisor
and gone to fill a similar position in Everett,
of Schools in China , Me.
Mass.
C. S. Wilder has accepted a call to occupy
'78.
Rev. T. G. Ly o ns has gone f r om Lisbon the. pulpit of the Oongregationalist church at,
Falls to occupy the Bapt ist pul p it at Friendshi p. Bluehill , Me., for th$ coming si* months,
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LITERARY
' '

NOTICES.
m •

The papers that make up the April number of the
Atlantic present an unusual variety of interesting subjects. Besides the new chapters of the two serial
stories, "A Eoman Singer ," and "In War Time/' there
appears the second and last part of "Drifting Down
Lost Creek ," one of the most striking short stories
recentl y published. Henry James has one of bis entertaining sketches of Travel , and Prof. TJ. S. Shaler , of
Harvard College, discusses "The Bed Sunsets," and
their probable causes. "A nnina " is a story of a
pretty Waldensian girl , by Charles Dunning. Oliver
T. Mort on , son of the late eminent Senator Morton , of
In diana , writes about "Presidential Nominations. "
Maria Louise Henry contributes *i sketch of Madame
de Longueville. Bradford Torrey has an interesting
bird article, entitled "Phillida and Condon ," whi ch
is most gracefully written. There are poems by G. P.
Lathrop and Helen Gray Cone; reviews of several
noteworthy new books ; and the Contributors ' Club
has some delightful extracts from a "Rh ymed ' Letter "
by James Russell Lowell , not included in his volumes.
Houghton , Mifflin & Co., Boston.
The Magazine of Art for April is at band , with itTs
usual weal th of engravings and literary merit. The
leading article is a continuation of the article on
Algier s, which was begun with so much interest in the
March number. An interesting article on " Battle and
Travel ," by Nicolas Sobko, contains two of the finest
engravings of the number. They are companion pictures, engraved from the original paintings by Basil
Verestchagin. The first is " The Victors : The Turks
at Telisch "; the second , "The Vanquished : The Russians at Telisch." A fine portrai t of Verestchagin
appears in connection with the article. Among other
fine engravings in the number are " Burdens," from a
painting by Charles Gregory ; " The River ," from a
painting by Van Goyen ; " The/Mlll ," from Ruysdael ,
and " The Bravo," drawn by Enrique Serra. Among
articles of especial interest we note the finely illustrated article on '" The Country of Millet ," "The Constantino Ionides Collection ," and "Pictures of Japan ."
A true appreciation , however , of this excellen t magazine can only be gained from personal examination ,
and we would heartily recommend it to all students of
art as one of the best magazines of the sort which
comes to our table. Published by Cassell & Co., 739
and 741 Broadway, New York. Terms, $3.50 per year ;
single number, 35 cents.
'
Tho Eclectic for April comes, as usual, well filled
with able and interesting selections. The first article
is Cardinal Newman 's statement of the Romish idea of
the "Inspiration of Scripture. " The interest of the
subject and the eminence of the author, both give this
article importance. This is not the only discussion in
the number of a religious bearing. "The , Christian
Revolution ," " Christianity and Politics," an d a rat h er
unusual paper , entitled " Thoughts About Apparit ions " are quite In a religious line. Scientific readers
-:will;-; 'find an interest , in Andrew Wilson 's, "Inv itation

to Dinner ," and " The Germ Theory of Zymotic
Diseases." Two very timely articles regarding the
Oriental complications, are " Tonquin and Anam ,5'
and "The Guide of Islam." Among other articles of
merit are ' a sketch of " Mozart," the musician and
composer, " The Wisdom of Goethe," by Prof. Blackie,
" The Last Days of. Heinrich Heine ," and " Bears and
Wolves," by Phil Robinson. Published by E. R. Pelton , 25 Bond Street , New York. Terms, $5 per year;
single numbers, 45 cents ; trial subscription for 3
months, $1.
.
Lippincotf s Magazine for April has for its leading
article a finely written and well illustrated descriptive
sketch, entitled "New Germantown and Chestnut Hill."
Professor William F. Allen contributes this month the
first of two most entertaining papers on " How the
Roman Spent his Year ," containing much that is of.
interest, especially to the classical student. There are
two short sketches, "In the Kauri Forests of New
Zealand ," and " Glimpses of the Queen 's Negroes,"
while the literary articles of the number are "A German Novel," by Horace M. Kennedy, and " Some New
Anecdo tes of Heine ," by William R. Thayer. In the
way of fiction , the continuation of " The Perfect Treasure ," by F. C. Baylor, is exceedingly clever and entertaining, and the beginning of another short serial,
" At . Last," of Annie Porter, promises the interest of a
strong plot and romantic incidents. " Her Lover," by
Louise Stockton , is a vqvj pleasing and well-contrived ,
" story, and "April Fish ," by M. J. Barnett , is a Florentine sketch appropriate to the number. "Easter Customs and Traditions," and other short papers in the .
"Monthly Gossip " should not be overlooked. J. B.
Lippincott & Co., 715 and 717 Market Street, Philadelphia. Terms, $3 per year.
Tho Manhattan ior April sets before its readers a
number rich and varied in contents. The work of pen
and pencil prove alike inviting. The frontispiece is a
fine engraving of Edwin Booth. An ably written and
well illustrated paper upon that great actor , from the
pen of Henry C. Pedder, holds the first place. Under
the caption , " Literature and Science," Matthew Arnold discusses the comparative value in education , of
letters and the natural sciences. As we should expect , his preference lies on the side of polite learning,
hut the article is well worth the reading, whatever
view one takes of the subje ct. A charming paper on
foreign travel is tho richly illustrated sketch , "Rottenburg in Bavaria ," by Elizabeth E. Evans. W. H.
Forraan gives an appreciative story of the life ,and
work of a little known but talented American artist
and designer , Jasper F. Cropsey. The department of
fiction is not overlooked.. "An Autobiographical
Romance," "An Easter Egg," and "Tinkling Cymbals," are pleasant reading in that field. There are
several other articles of merit upon various topics.
The editorial departments are well filled with matters
interesting and important. The Manhattan Magazine
Co., Temple Court, Now York City. $3.00 per year ,
25 cents a' num ber.

OmseWs for April has reached , our table, and is re-

plete with good reading. It is surprising to us that Outing and the Wheelman, $2.00 a year ; 20 cents a
the publishers can furnish a monthly of such excel- number. The Wheelman Company, 175 Tremont
lence in matter and illustration at so trifling cost to Street, Boston.
the subscriber. For a frontispiece there is a full-page
engraving that accompanies a little poem by Weth"Hints for Home Reading,"l one of Putnam's "handy
erly. Then follow four more chapters of J. Berwick book " series, has reached us from the publishers.
Harwood's story " Within the Clasp." " How Coke is The-volume is edited by Dr. Lyman Abbott , and con'
Made ," "Our Garden in March ," " The Preservation tains chapters bearing upon, reading, by such authorof Health ," "Waverley Abbey ," "Tho National Music ities as Edward Everett Hale , Charles Dudley Warner,
of Scotland," and " Sights and Scenes of the Now Henry Ward Beecher , Joseph Cook, and others of
World," are but a few of the well-written and timely equal culture. Every one can find .in the volume sugarticles that fill the pages of this family journal. The gestions regarding books and reading th at are helpful
editor in the "Gatherer " pats before his readers an and practical. It is one of the best of its kind. Not
accoun t , brief but pithy, -of the discoveries and inven- the least valuable feature of the work , is the appended
tions that have been made in all departments of list of standard works for the library. This can be
science and industry, during the last month. CasselVs made of great service in selecting books.
*
Family Magazine , monthly, $1.50 per year; single
2
" Heal th Notes for Students," by Burt G. Wilder ,
copy, 15 cents. Casscll & Co., 739 and 74] Broadway,
MiD., is a small, paper-covered book containing in
New York.
The Foreign Eclectic is the name of a-new monthly, concise and convenient form the substance of four lectono number of which we have received . It intends to ures delivered before the Freshman class of Cornell
cull the best articles fro m the French and G-erman University by the Professor of Physiology in that instipapers and reviews, and presen t them to us Americans tution. The book is made up of suggestions and advice
in the original languages. For French or G-erman upon the various topics falling under the head of
speaking foreigners, or for Americans who have an hygiene, which would be of parti cular interest and
interest in the study of French or German , this en- concern to college students. Thus it takes up in turn
terprise affords a fine opportunity for pleasan t and the subjects of food and drink , ventilation and heating,
helpfu l current reading in those tongues. The char- clothing, sleep, exercise , methods of study, care of
acter of the articles in the first number is in keeping eyes, etc., together with various other matters, an
with the editor 's promise that only the best of the best acquaintance with which is of the utmost importance
will be selected. The magazine , we think , will fully to every young man in college. It is what every stumeet the wants of that steadily growing class of dent ought to have in his memory, but as most of us
readers who wish to keep abreast of the native thought are not thus blessed , this little manual is calculated to
in French and German. Published by the Foreign .prove of great practical value to the reader. It is
Eclectic Co., P. O. Box 1800, Philadelphia. Throe impossibl e to have too great a familiarity with the
parts. Part L , French , $2.50 per year ; Part II., principles which it emphasizes, and it will be well
German , $2.50 per year ; and Part III., F rench an d worth the while of every student to give si careful
German , $4.00 per year ; single copies , Part I. or IF., reading to a book which is at once so valu able in its
suggestions, and yet reason able in price.
25 cents; Part III., 35 cents.
From the same house we have a little "Classical
The April number of Outing and the Wheelman,
that dolight of all lovers of out-door sports, comes to Dictionary, "3 designed for those who have no time for
1
our table just before we go to press. On account of long myths and descriptions , but wish the most inforh urr y we are una ble to' give it as careful reading as mation in the least space. The volume is compact
we should like, but are con vinced by our hasty perusal and reliable , and will undoubtedly prove of. great
that the high character hitherto maintained is still service to those in need of such a help,
kept up. The current number opens with an elegan t
•New Hampshire. Sept. 14, 1881. — Webster 's
full-page wood engraving illustrative of bicycling Unabridged Dictionary is a monument of learning and
delights. The "Wheelman 's Son g '¦' is a spirited , cheery- literary labor, of w hi ch every A mer i can sch ol ar may
lyric by Will Carleton. Then follow two bright papers well bo proud. I should be glad to sce-a copy of the
on out-door scenes : one, "Alaska Canoeing, " the wor k in every school in the State.—J. W. Patterson",
ot h er , " Nova Scotia and the Islands Beyond." The State Sivpt. Public Instruction.
ser i als, "Lo Masq' Allonge Benodictite ," an d "Summer
Sweet h ear t s," present interesting continuations.. A
i" Hints for Homo Reading." Boards, 8 vo., pp. 147. Price
number of short , pleasant articles are scattered through 75 cents. G. P. Putnam 's Sons, 27 and 29 West 23d Street,
the book. Part II. of the " Bicycle and Tricycle . New York. ,
Racin g Recor ds " occupies two pages. Tho editorial dea« Health Notes ior Students," by Burt Gh Wilder, M.D.
partments , "O pen Window ," " Glances at Our Letter Gh P. Putnam 's Sons, 27 and 29 West 2Sd Street, New York, :
' ' . .. •, .
Fi l e," "Among tho Books ," etc., furnish in brief much Price 115cents. '
of interest to the readers of the magazine. It will
»" A Classical Dictionary; For Beady Reference. " Olpfch ,
gratify the well wishers of this monthly to loarn that . pp. 144, Price 70 cents. Gh P. Putnam 's Sons, 27 and 29 West ' .
¦¦: '

with the April number an English issue " is begun. ' 28d Street, Now York, •
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